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HamiltonHolidaySeason
Ella Kenyon

No one does the holiday season like
Hamilton, and this year looks
promising to top every prior year.
Despite setbacks due to COVID-19, the
Hamilton Business Alliance and friends
have been curating events that are sure
to spread cheer throughout the
community.
We kicked off our first Holiday event
on Saturday November 28th, with
Small Business Saturday. Community
members were invited to shop locally,
and support small businesses in these
challenging times. The Colgate Inn also
offered free delicious hot cocoa from 2
to 3 pm.
Another exciting event began from
late November and ran to December
3rd, where residents were able to guess
the time of the infamous Hamilton tree
lighting. The winner who correctly
guessed or was the closest, won a prize
of a $20 gift card to Maxwell's.
Everyone was able to enter at the
Hamilton Public Library. Congrats to
the lucky individual who won those
tasty Maxwell's chocolates!
The last event is a local drive-by of
Santa Claus himself. This evening,
Friday, December 4th at 6:15 pm
people are invited to stand outside their
homes or peak outside while shopping
in town to get a glimpse of Saint Nick

driving by in his convertible. It is
important to remember to stay socially
distanced through this event. He makes
his journey beginning at the Village
municipal lot, and ending at the
Colgate bookstore, see the attached
picture for details.
The Hamilton Business Alliance also
encourages community members to add
holiday spirit to their houses and
businesses.
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Tenneyvs. Brindisi
By Dora Ammerman

This week Claudia Tenney and
Anthony Brindisi?s undecided
election has taken multiple turns.
Tenney, a Colgate graduate and
New Hartford Republican, served
as the U.S. Representative for New
York?s 22nd congressional district
from 2017 to 2019. However in
October of 2018, Anthony Brindisi
narrowly beat Tenney by around
4,000 votes.
In 2019, Tenney announced she
would run again in 2020 to seek
her former congressional seat for
2020. Prior to Thanksgiving,
Brindisi was leading by 12 votes.
However as of this week, Tenney?s
team has announced that it is
actually Tenney who is leading by
12 votes due to an error in
Herkimer County in its unofficial
vote count.
Despite this turn of events, it is
predicted that the lead change will
have little to no impact on the
outcome of the race as around 800
absentee and affidavit ballots have
yet to be counted.
It seems more waiting is to be
expected of Central New Yorkers
and hopefully, many will be able to
relax before the holidays.
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ElonMusk,
SecondRichest Man
By Henry Crespi

Elon Musk, CEO of SpaceX and
Tesla has become the second richest
man in the world with a net worth
of $127.9. In January Mr. Musk was
ranked as the 35th richest person in
the world and had an estimated net
worth of $27.6 billion according to
the Bloomberg Billionaire Index.
The commercial success of SpaceX
and Tesla in particular with increasing share prices had led to Musk?s
net worth almost quintupling to
$127.9 billion. Surpassing previously second richest person Bill
Gates' net worth of $119.3 billion.
Musk?s success is largely attributed
as a result of a humongous surge in
carmaker?s shares after it was announced that Tesla shares will be
added to the S& P 500, one of the
main share indexes in the US. The
market value of Tesla went up to
over $500 billion which boosted the
value of his holding in the business.
Furthermore, the car company has
become the world?s most valuable
car firm and has done increasingly
better in sales despite the pandemic.Currently the Tesla Model 3
has become the best selling luxury
car in America and is projected to
do increasingly better in sales for
the rest of the year.
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TheProblemof Memes
inthePress
By Dora Ammerman

Problematic images within the
press have always been a controversial topic. What is and is not
appropriate to post online and on
paper has recently become a
huge issue due to the rise of social media. Memes are of great
importance in understanding the
barriers to which a writer is confined as they are commonly used.
Whether it is a picture of a
character or object, how does one
distinguish whether it is offensive or not? Well, there doesn?t
seem to be a simple answer.
Memes are used to convey certain messages often using dark
and light humor. They were invented by Richard Dawkins in
1976 and consist of pictures with
small texts. Their purpose is to
serve as a joke that encourages
the reader?s interest in an article.
While for some they seem harmless, they can be insensitive and
offensive to others. Although research is almost always done
prior to posting articles, it?s difficult to anticipate the response an
article with a meme might receive. Many writers struggle to
find ways to relay messages to
their readers in an innocuous
manner.
Especially during a time in
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which the U.S. is struggling with
issues entailing race, gender, and
sexuality, it has become crucial
to relay messages in an inoffensive way. One of the reasons why
certain memes have been recently interpreted as insulting is
due to many groups of people
who alter the image to communicate vulgar, hatred-filled messages to others. This weaponization of memes is extremely damaging and causes distrust between the readers and writers. In
2016, Russia allegedly used
memes to influence the U.S.
Presidential Election and spread
misinformation. What were originally silly images with no
meaning at all, then became
strategic ways to transmit hate,
propaganda and falsities.
Recognizing the power and impact of memes is important to
readers when understanding content on articles in newspapers,
magazines, and websites. Though
potentially interpreted differently,
context is key and one must remember these silly images have a
greater impact on society than
one might imagine.
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Senior Spotlight:
DoraAmmerman
By Brice Sharp-Ballinger
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Ar ticle of Clothing: Shirt
Spor t: Track and Field
L ong Answer s:
I f you could have any three items
on a deser ted island, what would
they be?:
A plane, a submarine, and Einstein.
Pet Peeve:
People not eating the crust on their
bread. Some people even refuse to
eat pizza crust.

Drake (Above)

What are you most excited for
about leaving Hamilton:
I'm excited to keep studying languages after high school.
VS:
Dora is a senior at Hamilton Central
School. She participates in masquers,
chorus, and orchestra. Once she
graduates from HCS she plans to
major in Italian and Foreign
Relations.

Nike vs. Adidas:
Nike
Slices vs. Oliver i?s vs. Pub:

Airplane (Above)

Oliveri's
Coke vs. Pepsi:

Favor ites:

Coke

M ovie: "Monsters Inc."
Book: "Angels and Demons" by
Dan Brown
Actor : Sarah Paulson
Ar tist: Drake
Song: "Unforgettable" by French
Montana feat. Swae Lee
Food: Arancini

Mike Wazowski from Monsters inc. (Above)
Coca Cola (Above)

Condiment: Barbecue Sauce
Season: Fall
Place: Italy
I ce Cream: Nocciola
Web Site: Netflix.com
Store: Byrne Dairy
Italian Flag (Above)

Sarah Paulson (Above)
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Emerald PressStatement
By Ben Pollock

The edition of the Emerald
Press that was released last week
initially contained variations of a
symbol that some people may
find controversial and/or offensive. The symbol was cut from
the respective articles, but I
would like to make a statement on
the subject that is reflective of our
group´s intentions and views.
The symbol in question is Pepe
the Frog, a character that initially
appeared in a 2005 comic but
quickly rose to popularity as a
meme on various social media
platforms. This symbol was created by Matt Furie as a harmless
and entertaining humanoid-frog
for a comic book series, but in
late September of 2016 the AntiDefamation League (ADL) denounced Pepe as a symbol of
hate, as various alt-right groups
and individuals began photoshopping images of the frog into antiSemetic and racist scenarios and
apparel. The ADL is a reputable
organization that focuses on stopping anti-Semetism and hate
speech by providing various resources, including an online database of hate symbols and their
meaning
It is very important to note that,
as previously stated, this character
was NOT created as a hate symbol and Matt Furie never intended
for Pepe to be used in harmful or
hateful contexts. Matt Furie has
openly denounced the use of Pepe

in alt-right media, and has publicly stated that his work was used
without his consent. Overwhelmingly, Pepe is still just a common
internet meme that Gen-Z has
grown up laughing at, and members of the EP team do not see the
character as anything more than
that.
Pepe has been used to a small
degree by radical alt-right groups,
but in all of these cases the original image of Pepe was altered and
was not in any way representative
of the intentions of character that
Furie created. We strongly oppose
discrimination and symbols of
hate, and we would never use an
image that we feel alienates or
offends any members of our
community.
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What GoesOnDuringA
Dayof Virtual Learning
By Brice Sharp-Ballinger

Br ice (Hybr id Student at HCS)
After staying up talking to friends
or playing video games until between 12 AM and 2 AM, I begin
every remote day by waking up at
about 7:58 AM, approximately two
minutes before I have to attend
homeroom.
On even days, or Thursdays for
me, I go back to sleep after homeroom and wake up at 9:30 to shower
and eat breakfast before heading
back to my bedroom to either do
homework or study until my first
class at 11:40 AM, after this I have a
lunch break at 12:30 to then join my
second and last class for the day at
1:28 PM. This immensely challenging schedule leaves me with minimal time to do my homework, as
from 2:05 PM until around 12 AM
is reserved for me to play video
games with my friends also attending HCS as well as HCS alums.
On odd days, in other words, Fridays, I am forced to awaken from
my glorified nap to attend more
classes than most students would
consider possible,. From 8 AM to
12:30 PM on Fridays I am forced to
attend a whopping four classes.
Once 12:30 PM hits however, I decide to take a two and a half day
break to celebrate how much work I
have completed over the course of
the week. The one flaw with this is
that it leaves me on Sunday night
with minimal time to complete the
homework for the seven classes that
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I have the next day while still striving to get a healthy eight plus hours
of sleep. However, a few hours of
sleep is substitutable with caffeine
depending on whether or not anything important is happening the
next day.
Jules Fr avil (Online Student at
Saint John Fisher College)
Jules wakes up at 11 AM to attend
his class at 11:15 AM, he then proceeds to bother people until about
4:20 PM. After this he intensely
studies the intricacies of gender
from 4:20 PM to 7:10 PM. Due to
the challenging nature of his college
studies Jules then has to unwind by
playing video games until 4 AM,
when it is time for his dinner consisting of an entire bag of pizza
rolls.
With the lacking course load on
Tuesdays, Jules is free to sleep until
2 PM when he takes an extensive
break from his studies only to be interrupted by homework assignments. On Wednesday, Jules repeats
his Monday schedule. Where the
schedule gets more interesting is
Thursdays, when Jules is forced to
wake up early yet again for his philosophy course at 11:20 AM. He
then proceeds to do course work until about 6 PM, as Thursdays are
?grind days.? Once 6 PM hits Jules
then has another class until 9 PM.
After this class Jules is free for the
remainder of the week and able to
kick back and relax while he waits
for other people to finish up their
classes for the week.
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SongRecommendations
By Ben Pollock

Music has been bringing joy to
people from all around the world
during these crazy times, but sometimes our playlists start to feel a bit
too samey, and require some ?renovation? so to speak. As a musician
with very eclectic tastes, I listen to
music from many different genres,
and I love to expose people to new
songs and artists they previously
haven?t heard of. I know that music
is an extremely powerful and moving
form of art, and it can really help individuals channel their emotions and
express themselves. Usually when
someone turns on a certain playlist or
shuffles an artist, they have a specific
emotion that they?re aiming to capture and feel, so I have decided to
provide song recommendation, with
descriptions, tailored to a wide range
of emotions.
Happy:
"Welcome to Wonderland" by Anson
Seabra: This song is a really soothing
and joyful acoustic ballad. It's the
perfect mix of relaxing, nostalgic,
and happy. Anson?s smooth and
beautiful vocals are supported by a
very simple but pretty piano part, and
I would definitely recommend this
song for a rainy day or whenever
you?re feeling down
L ove:
"Lost in You" by Khai Dreams: This
song is a very chill Lo-Fi/Indie love
song. It?s minimally produced,
boasting a simple but catchy ukulele
melody in the background. Khai
Dreams has a very warm soft voice,
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and the lyrics are very cute and
heartfelt. You?ll definitely find this
song stuck in your head!
Angr y:
"Under My Skin" by Briston
Maroney: Briston Maroney is an incredibly cool guy, and an even better
musician. This song blends the vibes
of older blues music with modern indie rock. Briston?s guitar playing and
vocals are full of passion and angst,
and you?ll most definitely feel
pumped after listening to this. The
lyrics and melody are super catchy,
and I think singing along to this
would be a great way to blow off
some steam. In addition to being a
great angry song, it would also make
the perfect hype song for a workout
playlist!
Sad:
"Dirty AF1s" by Alexander 23: This
is a very melancholy breakup song
that doesn?t quite fit into any specific
genre. Alexander clearly takes inspiration from a lot of different artists,
as the song boasts a very Lo-Fisounding drum track with progressive jazz rhythms layered beneath
some very complex harmonised vocals. Alexander 23 has a ton of incredible songs, and this is definitely
one of my favorites by him. If you
like indie and Lo-Fi, you?ll love this!
Nostalgic:
"Younger (acoustic)" by A Great Big
World: This song is so cute and really makes you think about what it
was like when you were much
younger. This song would definitely
be classified as pop, but I promise it
isn?t the stereotypical kind of formu-
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laic pop song you hear on the radio.
Everything about this song, from the
instrumentals to the vocals, is just
wholesome and pure. This song really makes you wanna live every day
to the fullest, and make as many
memories as you can while you?re
young. I think this is the perfect song
for car rides with parents, as it has
nostalgic appeal for people of all
ages!
Hear tbreak:
"Operator" by Jim Croce: Jim
Croce?s song writing is unparalleled
by any modern writers. His music
was able to encapsulate so many different feelings, and Operator is no
exception. The song tells the story of
a man who?s hung up on the past and
is trying to contact an old lover. The
guitar part is so beautiful and memorable, and the lyrics will genuinely
make you tear up. This song is a
masterpiece, and I truly think this is
one of the best heartbreak songs out
there!
Hype:
" Pretty Face" by PUBLIC: PUBLIC
is an amazing alt-rock band, and
Pretty Face is an amazing alt-rock
song! From start to finish, this song
is full of energy. Everything about
this song is catchy and sure to hype
you up! Public has a ton of amazing
hype songs, but I feel this is their
most accessible one. My favorite part
of this song is certainly the groovy
bass part, and I?m sure a lot of people
would agree with me!

Continued on the next page...
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Continued...
Relaxed:
Birthplace by Novo Amor: Novo
Amor is a master of his craft, and
there is really no way to debate that.
His songs are able to evoke so many
different emotions perfectly. This
song has a very beautiful orchestral
score and unique vocals. Novo Amor
plays all of the instruments on his
songs, making his music even more
impressive! His songwriting is
clearly inspired by Bon Iver, which
helps to explain why his songs are so
amazing! Definitely give Novo Amor
a listen, as he has quickly become
one of my favorite artists since discovering him from a film?s
soundtrack!
Ether Garden by Henry Jamison:
This song is incredibly atmospheric. It has very soft and delicate vocals paired with a gentle
instrumental soundscape. Listening to this song at night is
incredibly relaxing, especially
when you?re in the car late at
night. It?s very hard to classify
this song into one specific
genre, but I feel indie is the
closest fit. If you wanna lay back
and chill after a long day, this is
the perfect song to zone out to!

Continued on the next page...
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Continued...
1. PUBLIC is an amazing altrock band, and Pretty Face is
an amazing alt-rock song!
From start to finish, this song
is full of energy. Everything
about this song is catchy and
sure to hype you up! Public
has a ton of amazing hype
songs, but I feel this is their
most accessible one. My favorite part of this song is
certainly the groovy bass
part, and I?m sure a lot of
people would agree with me!
Relaxed:
1. Ether Garden by Henry
Jamison: This song is incredibly atmospheric. It has very
soft and delicate vocals
paired with a gentle instrumental soundscape. Listening
to this song at night is incredibly relaxing, especially
when you?re in the car late at
night. It?s very hard to classify this song into one specific genre, but I feel indie is
the closest fit. If you wanna
lay back and chill after a long
day, this is the perfect song to
zone out to!
2. Birthplace by Novo Amor:
Novo Amor is a master of his
craft, and there is really no
way to debate that. His songs
are able to evoke so many
different emotions perfectly.
This song has a very beautiful orchestral score and
unique vocals. Novo Amor
plays all of the instruments
on his songs, making his music even more impressive!
His songwriting is clearly in-
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spired by Bon Iver, which
helps to explain why his
songs are so amazing! Definitely give Novo Amor a listen, as he has quickly become one of my favorite
artists since discovering him
from a film?s soundtrack!

CRecipes: Monkey
Smoothie
By Henry Crespi

Ingredients:
Greek Yogurt 2-4 Tbsp
Ice Cubes 3-4 Tbsp
Peanut Butter 1 Tbsp
Milk (Any Kind) 1 ½ Cup
Banana 1
Procedure:
1. Chop your banana up as
you wish into small
chunks. Add to the
blender.
2. Spoon the rest of the solid
ingredients into the
blender and add the milk.
3. Blend
4. Serve.
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MovieReview: Tenet
By Ben Coddington
For readers who are unaware, the
Hamilton Movie Theater finally reopened the Friday before Thanksgiving allowing moviegoers such as myself to see films on the big screen for
the first time since March. I was lucky
enough to see one of the most highly
anticipated and elusive films of the
year, ?Tenet.? I say elusive because
you would be hard-pressed to find a
theater that was actually open to show
the film when it was released due to
the COVID-19 closures. The film was
originally planned to release in July,
but due to the pandemic, it was
pushed back until September 3rd.
?Tenet? is the ninth mainstream release from writer and director
Christopher Nolan, who is the acclaimed filmmaker behind films such
as ?Inception? (2010), ?Dunkirk?
(2017), and the ?Dark Knight Trilogy?
(2005-2012). Similar to many of his
other films, ?Tenet? deals with the
concept of time.
In this particular feature, Nolan
opted for a plot that explores specifically concepts of time inversion (as
the film calls it). Inversion in the film
involves the act of reversing the flow
of time on an object or person, causing said person or object to move
backward rather than forward. The
film follows an unnamed character,
simply known as ?The Protagonist,?
played by John David Washington,
who enlists the help of Robert Pattinson?s character ?Neil? and Elizabeth
Debicki?s character ?Kat? as he goes
on a ?Bond-esque? mission to prevent
World War III. According to the film,
however, the third World War would
not involve a nuclear holocaust but
instead lasting effects as a result of
large-scale time inversion. That is if
antagonist "Sator," an evil oligarch
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played by Kenneth Branagh, can execute his plans without a hitch. How
does "Sator" have the ability to invert
time and why does he wish to do so?
You will have to watch the film to find
out.
From that non-spoiler synopsis, it
would sound like Nolan is having a go
at the spy genre and putting his own
Sci-fi spin on it, however, in classic
Nolan fashion there are a multitude of
twists and revelations throughout the
film that reveals that not all is as it
seems. ?Tenet? is a plot-driven film,
meaning it is not a character piece.
One finds that the majority of the
prominent characters have very little
development. However, this is all in
service of creating more time to develop the film?s larger-than-life plot
which takes the characters on a
country-hopping journey filled with
beautiful set pieces and wellchoreographed action sequences.
It is up to debate whether the plot
over characters method of storytelling
in ?Tenet? still makes for an intriguing
story, but there is no arguing that this
film is beautifully shot. At this point,
everyone knows that films directed by
Christopher Nolan always look amazing, and ?Tenet? is no exception. The
only thing better than having the opportunity to see this film in theaters
would have been to see this film in
IMAX. ?Tenet? was shot entirely with
IMAX cameras, so seeing this film
that way is probably something really
special. The film?s large array of stunning locales and special effects hold
up just fine on a regular theater
screen. Nolan is one of those directors
who, if possible, tries to do all his effects practically. One of the most jawdropping sequences in the film is the
crashing of a Boeing 747. Logically,
the way to film this scene was not
with the help of CGI but to crash a
real 747. It is scenes such as these that

show just how far this particular director goes when trying to do things
for real.
Whenever there is a new Nolan film,
it is usually a given that Hans Zimmer
will compose the film's score. However, this was not the case for ?Tenet.?
Zimmer was originally supposed to
write the music for the film, but since
he was already working on the score
for the upcoming ?Dune? remake, he
was unable to for ?Tenet.? Ludwig
Göransson, who also did the music for
?The Mandalorian,? ended up composing the ?Tenet? soundtrack and he
certainly did not disappoint. Göransson?s score ended up sounding extremely close to what we would have
expected from a Zimmer score and it
worked for ?Tenet? perfectly. However, one problem that all Nolan films
suffer from is having the score and
sound effects be louder than the character?s dialogue in many scenes. Going in this direction in the sound department often makes his already confusing plots even more confusing as
you miss vital details that help in un-

derstanding the story. Thankfully,
once the film comes out for purchase digitally, I will be able to
view it with subtitles, so I can finally see what dialogue I missed,
however, that should not be
necessary.

Continued on the next page...
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Continued...
Although not nearly as good as
most of Nolan?s other films,
?Tenet? still is a breath of fresh air
that can satisfy your thirst for a bigbudget blockbuster in this pandemic
age where there are so few. Unfortunately, it is no longer available to
watch at the Hamilton Movie Theater, but it does come out in digital
on December 15th. If you have not
already, I highly recommend checking out some of Nolan?s other films
after watching ?Tenet.? He is probably one of the most original and
influential directors working today.
The Emerald Press Score official
for ?Tenet? is 8/10.

John David Washington (above)
plays "The Protagonist" in "Tenet"
Christopher Nolan (above) is the
writer and director of "Tenet"

Hamilton Movie Theater
(above)
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2020Gift Guide
By Ella Kenyon

Some people are born with the
natural ability to give the perfect
gift. They put time, thought, and
even love into curating the perfect personalized present that
puts everyone in the holiday
spirit. Some people dig up an old
candle out of the bottom of the
drawer last minute. If you relate
to the second option fear not, for
I have the quintessential guide to
gift giving this holiday season.
For the best fr iend: Polaroid
Snap I nstant Digital Camer a:
This is the perfect gift for a best
friend because although it is simple, it is such a fun way to capture the best moments with your
BFF.
For the par ents: Slipper s: I am
not claiming to know everything,
but one thing that I do know is
that you can never go wrong with
gifting slippers. Seriously, have
you ever actually heard anyone
use the sentence, ?Aw man, I got
slippers?? This gift especially
pertains to parents, because nine
times out of ten they have lost
their current pair.
For the siblings: Fuzzy Blanket: Gifting for siblings is arguably the most challenging task
of them all. The truth is, siblings
can be ruthless when it comes to
their honest opinion about your
gift, the best option is to play it
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safe with a warm, fuzzy blanket
that no one can deny is always a
solid gift.
For the significant other :
Jewelr y: This gift is simple yet
meaningful, and can show that
you care about the other person's
taste. However proceed with caution, before purchasing anything
be sure to consult with a family
member or close friend of that
person to avoid a fashion catastrophe, in which your taste?s are
not exactly identical.
For the Gr andpar ents: Amazon Alexa or Google Home: I
cannot stress enough that whether
they like it or not, your grandma
and grandpa need one of these
devices. Not only does it give
them easy access to virtually any
information, but it also gives you
the pure entertainment of listening to all of the obscure (and
completely wrong) names they
yell while trying to summon,
?Alexis?.
Any teenage gir l: Revlon OneStep Hair Dr yer And Volumizer Hot Air Br ush: Take it
from me, if you have to buy for
any teenage girl this year, this is
an elite gift. This gift has been
trending all fall, and apparently
lives up to the hype. P.S. - Mom
if you are reading this, please get
this for me.
With the help of this guide, you
are destined for a successful holiday season, while crossing all of
your loved ones off of your list!
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Tier List of t he Week
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The Emer ald
Pr ess
Please let us k now if
you would like t o
w r it e an ar t icle for
t he EP at any point
t his year. We ar e always look ing for new
r epor t er s!
-The EP

Lunch Menu and Games
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Coloring:

D2

Quest ion of t he Week
DECEMBER 4, 2020

D3

"Allbirds"

"New iPad Air with an Apple

"Reese Snyder"

~ Ms. Jerome

Pencil" ~ Craig Arquiett

~ Jake Wright

If You Could Get
One Gif t This
Holiday Season,
What Would It
"A PlayStation 5"

Be?

"Friends"

By Ben Coddington

~ Ella Kenyon

"A new snowmobile"

"Isiah Figueroa"

"World Peace"

~ Peyton Werner

~ John Dudrick

~ Mrs. Reynolds

~ Logan MacPherson

